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Friday, February 19, 1982

$1 Million Work-Study Bill Passed
As Legislature Ends Hectic Session
The Legislature ended its 30-day
session Thursday with several
impoitant bills dying because the
House of Representatives and the
Senate could not reach a compromise on a heavily amended
House bill.
Although many bills were
allowed to die by the Legislature,
three bills concerning UNM were
passed by the House Thursday,
sending all three to Gov. Bruce
Kingfor consideration.
Senate Bill 33, the $1 million
work-study bill, passed the House
Tuesday by a 57-0 vote. The bill
passed at about II :28 a.m., just 32
.minutes before the end of the 1982
Legislative session, said Associated
Students of New Mexico lobbyist
Michael Gallegos.
Gallegos said the bill was then
rushed to ,the Senate, who concurred with the House by voice vote
within 30 seconds after the House
approved the bill. Senate concurrence was needed because the
Senate had approved $1.5 million
for the work-study program.
Gov. Bruce King had recommended $1 million for the program.
If King signs SB33, $1 million in
severance tax bonds will be sold to
finance the program.
Full-time students, those taking
at least 12 credit hours, who have at
least a 2.0 grade point average will
be eligible for the program. The

funds will be appropriated to each
post-secondary institution in the
state according to criteria to be set
by the Board of Educational
Finance.
The House also passed Thursday
by a 65-0 vote Senate Bill 3,
allowing the sale of $5 million in
severance tax bonds to buy $S
million in scientific equipment for
state universities.
UNM and New Mexico State
University will each receive $2
million w.llile the New Mexico
Institute of Mining and Technology
will receive $500,000. New'Mexico
Highlands University aqd Eastern
New Mexico University will each
receive $200,000 while Western
New Mexico University will receive
$100,000.
Senate Bill 82, allowing local
school boards to sell bonds to
finance off-campus post-secondary
instruction, passed the House 58-0.
Senators and representatives
both hurled barbs at each other
when questioned about the failure
to reach a compromise on reorganizing the State Investment
Council and giving it the authority
to invest the state's burgeoning
Severance Tax Permanent Fund.
The measure, a House committee
substitute for .two House bills that·
was amended by two Senate
committees, was dubbed a
"Christmas Tree" ~ill by the House

because of the various presents the
Senate added to it.
Since the House would not agree
to the Senate amendments and the
Senate refused to budge from them,
an eight-man conference committee
was appointed just hours before the
session ended to work on a compromise.
A few minutes before the constitutionally mandated noon
deadline, the conference committee
reported a deadlock on the
proposal, killing the the multifaceted measure.
The bill would also have
broadened investment avenues of
the . permanent fund, which
currently has a balance of about
$606 million but is expected to grow
to about $2 billion within four
years.
Those two provisions were included in the original House
committee version that was sent to
the Senate.
The Senate Corporations
Committee amended the bill to
include Sen. Jack Stahl's proposal
to use up to $200 million in
Severance Tax Permanent Funds
for residential home mortgages.
Stahl's bill passed the Senate but
became bogged down in the House
Rules and Order .of Business
' ·· ·
Committee. · Then the Senate Finance
continued on pege3

Stephenlfl MI.,., e Unlver$/t.y of New Mex.lco junior m•Jorlng In
biology, lies bHn noml1111ted to. repreHnt UNM et the Ml•• ·New
Mexico Pegeent. The pegHnt stllm tomormw In Le• Cruce• end
the flnels will be h•ld Feb. 21.

Chemistry
Department To Obtain Analysis
Equipment
.
.

Using money provided by the
state legislature for purchasing
scientific research equipment, the
University of New Mexico
chemistry department is obtaining a
sophisticated instrument system
which will analyze small quanitities
of complex organic compounds.
The new system will be used to
support research projects aimed at
developing economical synthetic
fuels, controlling cancer,. inhibiting
the formation of cholesterol in the
bloodstream, improving antibiotics, studying a naturally

occurring fertility control com· ponents, u said Ulrich Hollstein,
pound and detecting hazardous professor of chemistry at UNM.
"Sometimes the number of
contaminants in the environment.
It will also be IJsed extensively components is very large. There
with basic research, where the could be one or two hundred
potential applications cannot be components.''
measured.
The system includes two inAs the different kinds of organic
the
gas
struments - a gas chromatograph materials
leave
and a mass spectrometer - which chromatograph, one at a time, they
are coupled together to perform as enter the mass spectrometer. This
a single unit.
instrument tells the sizes and some
"A mixture of organic com- information about the structures of
pounds is separated in the gas. the compounds in the original
chromatograph into its com-- sample.

Student Money Awaits Signatures
Catherine Jones
Students who did not pick up
their financial aid checks before the
Feb. 12 deadline still have a chance
to cash them in before they ate
canceled.
Fran McVey, a student financial
aid accountant, said "Before we
cancel the checks, We notify the
students who are registered full

Once a check has been canceled,
it will probably not be reissued
unless it was a Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant. A student
cannot be denied his B.EOO unless
the fiscal year it was granted for has
ended; said McVey.
Some students do not understand
"We canceled 150 to-200 checks that they must endorse the checks,
last semester,'' said McVey, uand said McVey. Financial aid checks
we will probably cancel about that are not deposited ·into students'
accounts until they are signed.
many this semester."

timeand tell them to pick up their
checks at cashiers."
If a check is not picked up after
the student has been notified, the
check is canceled and the money is
awarded to another student who
qualified for financial aid.

Engineering Technicians Laid
Cutbacks in federal funding have
The New Mexico Engineering
forced the layoff of some 20 kesearch Institute, located in the
technicians at the New Me~co foothills of the Manzano MounEngineering Jtesearch Institute, the tains near Kirtland Air Force Base,
Institute's director said.
is a division of the ONM College of
Oelmar E. Calhoun said the Engineering.
layoffs, which go into effect at4
He said the federal cutbacks
p.m. today, are due to ••cutbacks in
funding and the failure of. some affected the institute's testing of.
programs that had been anticipated reinforted concrete structures
which were being considered to
to materialize.''

.

'•

Off

house the MX missil'i system.
The federal government recently
m·ade a decision to house th~ MX
missiles in the already:existing
Minuteman silos, Calhoun said.

••You don't see all this happening
right away,'' Hollstein said. ·~It is
all stored by computer. We then
recall the mass spectrum of a
particular component which we're
interested in."
The information on the particular compound of interest can
then be matched against a computer
library of similar information on
35,000 different organic compounds. Using this library, the
computer can help identify each
compound in the experimental
sample.
One use for the instrument
system will be in trying to develop
new sources of energy~ "We are
attempting to transform chemicals
such as carbon dioxide into other
suitable forms that could serve as a
source of fuel such as methane,"
Hollstein said. "What is of importance here is to develop catalysts.
that do this in a smooth and
economical way."
Other researchers will use the
instruments to help discover how
carcinogens (cancer causing substances) act in the body. These
· substances are sometimes present in
very small quantities in the air we
breathe, the water we drink or the
food We eat.
"We don't study this on a living
body, but we study it in the
laboratory in a flask, putting- in
chemicals. we know are present in
the body and putting in these
c::arcillogenic substances. ·We then
see how they react ....... whether they
bind or not and how they bind. We
want to understand what is going
on at the c::hemical molecular
level.;;
·

He said the layoffs will mean a to
percent reduction in the Institute's
work force. ... don't know when
Still other researchers in the
and if we;ll be able to recall these
chemistry and biochemistry
people from the tayorf."

departments at UNM will use the
system to study how cholesterol
forms in arteries. Methods can then
be developed to inhibit its formation, leading to the prevention
of arteriosclerosis.
New or improved antibiQtics will
also be studied with the system,
Hollstein said. These include antjtumor antibiotics used in
chemotherapy and more effective
substances to be used with
penicillin-resistant diseases.
A recently discovered plant
substance which can control human
fertility will be another area of
research
using
the
gas
chromatograph-mass spectromete.r.
"We don't even know the
chemical structure yet of the active
principal," Hollstein said. ''That's
what we want to find out first. We
want to get it in pure form and we
want to know hoW it works. Once
we know that, perhaps we can make
something even simpler."
the system's a\)ility to detect
extremely small quantities of
organic:: materials will be needed in
sotlle research projects, such as one
investigating possible groundwater
cOiltamination from underground
coal gaSification. "The machine
not only has to handle the enormous complexity of organic
materials which might be present,
but it also has to .be able to handle
very small quantities of them/'
Hollstein said.
In addition; the instrument will
be used in fundam.eJttal research
which doesn't have any immediate
application.
n All engineering and all applied
science has to rest on fundamental
work/' Hollstein said. ''There has
to be fundamental work first.
<~Ultimately, there has to be
continued on pege 3
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by United Press lnternatio~al

Reagan Hints at Budget Changes

The A.S.U.N.M.
GENERAL ELECTION
will be held: Wed., March 31, 1982
Petitions and c:rther importam material will
ba IIVIIilable beginning February 24, 1982.
For more information- please come 10 Rm. 242 -SUB, 2nd floor.
Allthorized by A.S.U.N.M. Elections Commission·
Elven .L Romero. Chairman

WASHINGTON ~ President
Reagan hinted Thursday be is open
to compromise with Congress on
his $757 billion budget, but not if it
involves any major cut in military
spending or a significant change in
his tax cut program.
"So far, all we've heard is
diatribe
opposition and
criticism," Reagan said in a
nationally broadcast ne~ conference, adding that he will listen
"if someone can present something
that looks re~onable and. will meet
the fundamental objectives" of
reducing government spending.
But he said "we c;mnot back
away from national defense"

spending incre~es or the three-year
tax cut he described ~ "the
strongest thing we are going to have
toward ..• Improving
the
eonomy.''
Reagan warnec! Congress that it
"can set back the economic
recovery" if it does not approve
further cuts in the fecleral budget,
As a more toward What he called
getting fecleral spending under
control, the president announced he
v.'ill name a private sector t~k force
to survey the executive branch to
"control the uncontrollable,
runaway government spending
programs."

JOIN US IN THE LITE BEER
SUPERSTARS COMPETITION

"Our government is spending
money at a rate that is intolerable
- $2 billion a day .. , $23,000 a
second," Reagan said.
He said the task force of unpaid
private sector leaders will begin its
cost effectiveness survey in the
Departments of Defense, H~alth
and Human Services and Housing
and Urban Pevelopment.
The economy dominated much
of the president's eighth news
conference. He insisted there are
signs of economic improvement
and said they will become firmer in
"the coming year" - a se,eming
softening of predictions of an
upswing by late spring or summer.
On foreign policy, Reagan said
there are "no plans to send
American combat troops anywhere
in the world," but he refused to
disciose what options were being
considered to aid the military
government of El Salvador.
The president declined to go into
detail in responding to a number of
questions about Latin American
and the funneling of Soviet
weapons into the area through
Cuba.
He said these answers will come
next week when he makes a major
Latin American policy speech at the
Organization of American States.
Reagan said that "contrary to
what was wildly heralded," the
United States has received no
formal request for Hawk missiles
and F-16 jets from Jordan and h~
no plans to sell the sophisticated
weapons.

ENTER THE LITE BEER SUPIIISTARS SWIIPSTAKES
6GIL4. . PIIIZIS

20SIC- PIIIZIS

Pair up with Lite Beer Celebrities in our special Lite Beer
Superstars Compelilion and see a television taping of
The Superstars program. Six days and five nights lor two
in Key Biscayne, Florida.

Backyard Game Set. A complete
assortment of backyard sports
games. Includes badminton,
volleyball, croquet and
horseshoe sels by Sportcrafl.

6fiRST PliiZIS
AMF Whilely Electronic Exercise Machine. Measures
body responses as you exercise, Features: pulse rate
and work load momtors, timer and more.

I

.-:..:.-...

1000 THIRD PIIIZIS
A life Beer Superstars tennis visor.

1'HE WFICIAL BEa OF 'IHE SUPERSTARS
OFFICIAL RULES
HERE'S HOW TO ENTER:

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

1. On an off1C_1a1 entry form or plam p1ece of
3 x 5" paper hand pnnt your name and
address
2. Matl your entry'" a hand•addressed en·
velote no larget 1han 414'' x 912" (#10 en-vetoge to Lole Beer SuPetslars Sweepstakes,
P

ox3038

Bla~r,

NE68009.

r-----------------,
THE LITE BIER SUPERSTARS
SWEEPSTAKES ENTRY FORM
(Please Hand Print)

On other matters Reagan:
- Said he is still opposed to a grain
em bargo as a method to, put
pressure on the Soviet government
for its actions in Poland. "The only
way I would consider a grain
embargo would be as a part of an
overall embargo," he said.
- Dismissed any parallel con·
cerning U.S. involvement in
Vietnam after its colonial period
and current U.S. support of the
government of El Salvador.
Reagan said Americans were first
in South Vietnam to help the
fledgling country organize a
defense force and it was only attacks on U.S. advisers in their
homes and at work that prompted
President Kennedy to send in
Marines to protect them.
- Asked whether he would ask
France to rejoin NATO, he said
France has continued to work with
the alliance "in every way except
with (regard to) the security and
military situation. I'd be happy to
discuss that With President
(Francois) Mitterrand ..• but I
don't
have
plans
to
discuss •.. what is their present
policy" when he visits Europe in
June.
- Said the administration has
convincing evidence Nicaragua is
building a vast arsenal of atms,
supplied by the Soviet Union and
shipped through Cuba.
He said the Soviets have supplied
Cuba with the greatest amount of
arms since the Cuban missile crisis
of 1962.
- Said the best way the United
States can counter the arms buildup
in the Middle tiast "is to continue
the policy we're following, which is
to try to go on where Camp David
left off • , , to try to persuade,
particularly the more moderate
Arab states, to join in the peace•
making process with Israel."
'- Defended his controversial
choice of black radio evangelist
Sam Hart to the Civil Rights
Commission.
Hart h~ been criticized for his
statements in opposition to
abortion, the Equal Rights
Amendment, school busi11g and
civil rights for homosexuals.

continued from page 1
Committee stuck a bill to provide
funds and create an authority to
help build a railroad in the northwest portion of New Mexico onto
the Permanent Fund bill.
A Senate proposal concerning the
railroad was approved by that
chamber but also was stalled in the
House Rules Committee.
Finally, the Senate placed a bill
committing unused bonding funds
from a bridge replacement project
in Albuquerque to design and
construct yet another bridge
spanning the Rio Grande in that
city. The bill failed.
"One bridge pulled the whole
package down," said Rep. John
Bigbee, R-Gradalupe, DeBaca,
Torrance•. Lincoln, and member of
the conference committee. "I

would characterize it as ridiculous
and selfish."
Bigbee sponsored one provision
of the investment council bill that
was covered by the House sub·
stitute.
But the Senate conferees
disagreed that the Rio Bravo bridge
project was the death knell of the
bill.
"We in the Senate were together
on the issues," conference com·
mittee member Sen. Alex Martinez,
D-Santa Fe, said after the session
ended. "They (the House) were
willing to accept two issues and
rejected the other on a personal
vindetta."
Martinez said the House rejected
the Rio Bravo bridge project
because some powerful members of

~~the

that chamber do not like Sen. Ron
Olguin, D-Bernalillo, who span·
sored the amendment to the House
bill.
Asked about House claims that
since the bridge project was not on
the Highway Pepartment's five·
year plan, it should not be funded,
Martinez responded by saying,
"That's a bunch of hogwash.
Who's kidding whom."

student bodY··

The St!Jdent Body is a coordinated effort of UNM's Student Health Center
and the Daily Lobo to informreaders on hea/lh-relaled issues. Its contents
are no.l intended to provi(!e medical advice for individual problems. fhose
should be obtained from your physician. Please a(!dress inquiries to
Bennette Meyer, UNM Student Health Center, Main Campus, 87131,

Athlelic Nutrition
The goal of the athlete is not always related to skill in the sport of choice.
Martinez also said the Senate
panel was willing to compromise on General health of heart and muscle tone or simple body "fitness" is often
the bridge. proposal, but the House the goal. In a majority of cases, achieving ideal weight, in~reased muscular
refused to discuss it at all,
strength and optimal energy levels are the intended benefits. Medically,
additional factors related to decreased muscle tension, regulated blood
"It isn't worth losing as far as the pressure and overall emotional well-being make physical exercise an inSenate is concerned," he said. "But tegral part of body fitness. Unfortunately, many misconceptions exist as to
there's a very strong principle the healthiest way to achieve these goals.
there," meaning the House's
Exercise that involves increased heart rate and breathing burns fat more
refusal to even discuss the matter,
efficiently than passive activity. Passive exercise is most specifically
valuable in flexibility and muscle tone and in prevention of muscle and
ligament injury or soreness,
Optimal energy levels are achieved for competition or exercise when
body tissues and organs receive their required quota ofthe nutrients related
to the body funrtions involved in exercise and sports. Although some
Scripps College in California, evidence exists that individuals vary in their range of the required need,
where he is a visiting assistant limited evidence exists to suggest that intake beyond those individually
professor. At 8 p.m. in room 2018 defined levels of need will provide any improvement in performance. Thus,
of the Fine Arts Center, Soldner food supplements or vitamins taken beyond those required are wasteful
will lecture on his works."
and expensive. The exception to this practice is known as the "placebo"
Tuesday, he will conduct a raku effect which states that psychological advantages are associated with
workshop for UNM students at 3 products (foods, beverages, supplements) which are mentally believed to
p.m. in room 150 of the art improve performance. The mental confidence associated with the practice
building. He will also give student may encourage improved performance if the competitor expects it to and a
critiques throughout both days.
special food preference may be of emotional and mental advantage.
Admission is free.
Some general guidelines for participants in sports and exercise include
the following:
-Provide sufficient fluid intake to prevent dehydration during workouts
or comretition.
-Restrict food intake within three to four hours before competition to
allow sufficient time for food to digest.
"The school is not for everyone, -Restrict foods high in fat and fiber before intensive competition.
but for kids who are having -Try to provide sufficient nutrition through natural sources without the
use of expensive supplements and aids.
problems," Romero said.
-Do not attempt new or different diet regimens for the first time before
Romero
said
half
the competition.
schoolchildren are either referred
by social agencies or doctors, but
there are also some self referrals.
He said the school is currently
serving about 135 families in its
system is $182,151 with half coming
morning and afternoon sessions continued from page 7
and that there is a waitinglist.
• some use for the research we do, from a National Science Foun·
Romero said all the performers and we realize that. But sometimes dation grant and the other half
for the fundraiser have volunteered the application is far away, very far coming from funds appropriated by
the state legislature.
their services.
away."
The University should receive the
Tickets for the event are $5 and
The
cost
of
the
gas
may be purchased at the door.
chromatograph,mass spectrometer equipment in a feW weeks.

Ceramics Artist Lectures on Craft
Two public lectures and a
workshop for students will be given
Monday an.d Tuesday by Paul
Soldner, one of America's most
influential ceramic artists, in the
first presentation of the University
of New Mexico art department's
1982
Visiting
Artist/Lecturer
Series.
Tim

App,

UNM

professor of art and coordinator of
the series, said he and Hoyt Cor·
bett, UNM instructor of ceramics,
have scheduled events for students
and the general public to meet with
the artist.
Soldner will give two public
lectures Monday. At 11 a.m. in
room 249 of the art building, he will
lecture on the Scripps Ceramics
Show currently underway at

assistant

Benefit Helps Pre-School's Funding
Los Tapatilos. Ramon y Lydia, La
Dueta Alegre (the happy couple)
will also perform.
Peanut Butter and Jelly school is
a private, non,profit organization
and works with children ranging in
age from infants to five-year-olds.
Ray Romero, a teacher at Peanut
Butter and Jelly, said the school
concentrates on helping abused and
neglected children •
"We work with children who
have an exceptional problem. We
also offer a total program that
includes both the child and the
parent," he said.

Ernest Montoya
Peanut Butter and Jelly school, a
theraputic pre-school, is celebrating
its lOth year of service during 1982,
but a damper has been put into its
celebration because 25 percent of its
federal funding has been cut.
In an effort to make up for some
of the lost funding, a program
. entitled "Salsa y Romance" will be
held tonight in the SUB Ballroom at
8p.m.
Featured will be recording star
David Salazar, Frank Chiwiwie and
his orchestra, Francis Bustamante y

-Chemistry---------------

Specialized
calculators
for students ...
from Texas
Instruments

MAKE A

DECISION
E1507
Programmable Calculator
Extra Full Featured
Programmable scientific
calculator with built in statistic functions
Reg. $39.95
Sale$33.95

Scientific Calculator
with programming and statistics.
For your on•the·job decision making.
Sale$:D.50
Reg. $50.00

Hational Radio Theatre
on I(UHM 90.1fm

Monday, Feb.ISth &22nd, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
~i\ TALE OF TWO CITIES"

Brian Murray play~ both Sydney Cart~n and
charles Damay in this two-part adaptation of the
Charles Dickens favorite, The two cities are
London and Paris at the time of the.
French Revolution, and the characters
some of Dickens' most memorable.
Original music is provided by Hans Wurman.
Brought to you by

~

Public Service Company of New Mexico
Principal series funding proVided by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

'
-~

l
'.1

-

-

--

-

-..1

Tl-1750111
Portable electronic
calculator
Tl-5010
Portable Printing Calculator

List Sale
15.95 13.95

60.00

54.00

TSI·~
crent1'f'tc S tu dent. K'1t

25.00 19.95
Calculator
Tl-40
30,00 27.50
Advahced Professional
. Tl·59
Advanced programmable with 250.00 199.95
card reader
We also carry a full line of Taxes Instruments
calculator accessories.

EL-408
Wallet"size clock calculator
EL·Irl4
Business card size calculator
EL-512
Scientific Programmable
calculator
EL-506H
Scientific calculator with
Hexadecimal conversions
EL-5100
Programmable With
alphanumerics display

List
29.95

14.95
44.95
29.95

• Special· when you purchase an EL-506, EL·
5117 or EL-512 you receive free tha "Using tha
Scientific Calculator Guidebook"

TEXAS INSTRl!MENTS
INtORPORATEP

ttOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:30

Sale Ends 4-15,82
Quantities Llmitad

HDLMAN 1 S.~

SAT. 8:30-4:30
Ml'lil & P11one Ordors·

Welcome.

401 WYOMING NE•265•79B1

QUalitY products lor the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Forum
DOONESBURY

Commentary by.Keily Gibbs

by Garry Trudeau

Volunteer Army Needs Help;
Draft Could Provide Solution
Our nation is helpless,
More than half our Army's junior enlisted personnel
can't understand weapons training manu.als written at
a seventh-grade level.
Almost 40 percent read below the 5.5 !Jrade level,
considered "functionally illiterate" by United Nations
standards.
These are the people who have voluntarily enlisted
to defend our country against attack.
Sadly, our all"volunteer forces a.re ill-educated, thus
ill-trained, and if ill-trained, ill-prepared, Most of the
volunteer Army can't read - how will they understand the technology of our advanced weapons
systems?
In times of crisis we will have need of sharp, wellprepared soldiers. Right now, the core of our allvolunteer forces consists of the poor and the dropouts who have no other job possibilities.
The idea of compulsory military training may take us
aback at first, but'we mus.t consider this:

-Compulsory draft ensures that the nation's best and
brightest will be among those who are called, not just
the poor, the failed and the unfit;
-A pool of well-educated recruits to draw from
makes mobilization of forces quick, easy and effective;
-A strong plan for our nation's defense speaks loudly
about our national pride, integrity and preparedness,
Our nation doesn't have to be helpless. "Compulsory military service" may sound offensive, even
militant. But we can think of it as insurance against a
military class and against having to depend on mercenaries for protection, Our nation's defense system
should not be a ward for social misfits or functional
illiterates.
In these days when it is important to maintain a
lar!Je standing army, it is up to each of us to shoulder
some of the responsibility, Immediate availability to
large numbers of intelligent, responsive people makes
our nation 1ess vulnerable to unpleasant surprises.
It makes us safe,

Here and Now

by maxwell Glen
and Cody Shearer

DOONESBURY
WASHINGTON - On Saturday, Feb. 20, National
Brotherhood Week will come to a close, 10 days after
President Reagan reminded the nation of the need to
eliminate ''all forms of prejudice and discrimination in
American society."
Reagan's theme of spirited commitment to this ideal
has been increasingly evident in his speeches. Last
week he asked delegates to the National Religious
Broadcaster convention here, "Can we not, as
Americans, become better friends?"
Reagan told the broadcasters' group the story of
how Brooklyn Dodger baseball star Pee Wee Reese
once halted a game in response to the crowd's
heckling of teammate Jackie Robinson, the major
leagues' first black player. Reese put his arm on
Robinson's shoulder, turned to the stands and, in
Reagan's words, "silently but eloquently told the
crowd, 'This man Is my friend.' "
Unfortunately, Brother Ronald sets. a poor example
himself by pursuing policies which only sharpen the
class and racial divisions in this country.
Economist Robert Lekachman sums up the situation
well in his new book, Greed Is Not Enough:
Reaganomics. Lekachman writes, "Ronald Reagan
must be the nicest president who ever destroyed a
union, tried to cut school lunch rations from siK to four
ounces, and compelled families in need of public help
to first dispose of household goods in excess of
$1000.''
With ihe 1983 budget, the call for brotherhood
hedges on the disingenuous. One need only consider
the proposals to cut childhood immunization
programs (for polio, rubella, measles, mumps, tetanus
and diphtheria, among others!, eliminate the "summer
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feeding" program (which helped feed 2 million undernourished children last summer! and repeal the
"WIC" (Women and Infant Children) supplemental
feeding program. (It has provided protein-rich food to
low income women and children during pregnancies. I
Under administration logic, there is also no inconsistency betJVeen brotherhood and Reagan's
renewed attempts to eliminate federal legal services
for the indigent.
It obviously hurts the president to hear others
characterize him as "racist" and "uncompassionate."
Like the rest of us, he naturally perceives himself as
otherwise.
For the poor, however, Ronald Reagan is losing the
benefit of the doubt. He seems reluctant to put
himself in their shoes and to feel the effect of his
programs.
Of course, it's unclear how such empathy would
make the budget more humane. But by putting action
behind his words, Reagan might set a better example
of his brotherly potentiaL

•••

During 1980, 20,786 Americans refused to file
returns with the Internal Revenue Service. But after
the first nine months of 1981. the number was already
more than 23,000.
1982. is the first year since 1978 that the minimum
wage has not increased. It's holding steady at $3.35 an
hour.

•••

Whither the extra revenue from the new 2Q-.cent
postage stamp? No doubt the U.S. Postal Service
Board of Governors discussed that matter at its recent
meeting in Hawaii.

Denise Doughtie, Ed Johnson and Steve Sandoval play "Stock Block, ''a Monopoly- type game personalized for New Mexico.
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Computer Games Might Change Society
HON£Y!

I

Steve Sandoval
The age of the computer has brought art onslaught
of computer games. Hand-held computer games as
well as games like "Pac Man," "Centipede,"
"Defender" and "Space Invaders'' in video game
establishments are capturing the minds and emptying
the pockets of many children and young adults.
But a UNM sociologist said he thinks the computer
game era is a fad and that computer games are only
scratching the surface of the computers' potential.
Richard Coughlin, assistant professor of sociology
at UNM, said today's computer game craze has all the
attributes of a fad, but more importantly, he said the
potential of computers in the future is enormous.
"These games are electronic simulations of pinball
and other games that have been around for years,"
Coughlin said. "With more sophisticated users, games
will become incredibly sophisticated and complicated.
As micro-computers become more popular, they'll
realize the game playing far beyond what. it is now."
How will computers affect our ability to interact
with other people? Coughlin said we could be in for a
"real revolution in human relations.
"We're going to be sitting at home with our ter·
minals, and interacting with our data nets,'.' Coughlin
said. "There is a potential for world-wide communication.

"The kinds of skills to interact with computers are
not the same kinds of skills needed to interact with
humans," Coughlin added.
However, Coughlin said he does not think computers will make people less able to interact with other
people.
Gary Ritchey, assistant professor of psychology at
UNM, agrees with Coughlin.
'
"Most of us have to interact with other people on
our job, the computers won't replace that," Ritchey
said. "You won't see teachers who don't come in to
teac.h. There are limits," he said.
Ritchey said most children play computer and board
games because they need to masterthem.
"The need for mastery is a human characteristic,"
Ritchey said. "It gives them something to master, it
gives them feedback."
Ritchey said for the most part computer games have
a positive rather than negative effect on children,
although he said some kids do abuse these games. He
recalled a story about one child Who spent $14 at an
arcade game (each game cost 25 cents).
But he said without computer games, kids may do
other bad things.
What will happen to board games with the onset of
computers and computer games? Ritchey said they will
still be around.
continued on psge R-4
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Darrell J. Pehr
How would you like to become the major
shareholder in Taos Ski Valle)', Ruidoso Downs or the
Santa Fe Railroad?
Its just a roll-of-the-dice away in the New Mexico
edition or Stock alack, a boardgame manufactured by
the John F. Majors Games Company:.
Stock alock, according to its Seattle-based makers,
is "the original, individualized game for your city.'' It
is the "fascinating stock market game featuring your
city's historical, economical, social, and political
landmarkS," the company says,
.
The game is set up and played much likeMonopoly,
except that in Stock Block, stock tertiticates arc
owned, and stock shares are bought, instead of the

deeds, houses, and hotels that are bought and owned
in Monopoly,
The New Mexico edition is available for about $10
in several toy stores in Albuquerque. It is statewide in
scope, featuring stock certificates in the cities of Santa
Fe and Albuquerque, certificates in cattle ranches,
jQid, silver, copper, and uranium mines, and even a
certificate in hot air ballooning.
A player can also own a stock certificate in Elephant
tiutte Lake, Conchas or Navaho Lakes, or in Carlsbad
Caverns.
.
After buying a stock certificate, a game player can
purchase up to four additional stock shares of that
certificate. Stock shares il!crease the amount of interest a player is entitled to collect. from other players
continuecl on page R-4

..

Board Games Here To Stay
Remember when games didn't beep? Remember when the only
sound to start a game was the rattle of dice?
Those days are still with us, at least according to most of the toy
and board games stores here in Albuquerque. .Board games such as
Monopoly, Scrabble, chess and checkers had sales for this ·past
Christmas season that were average or above previous figures.
Lena Jimenez of Toys by Roy in Winrock, said she thinks the
economy may have something to do with game sales. With the price
of gasoline and movie tickets going higher, more people appear to be
staying at home.
"I have the idea (board games) are going to hold up against
computer games," Jimenez said. The Avalon Hill series of strategy
games are very popular. These games, such as "Acquire,"
"Diplomacy," "Twixt,'' and "Survival," are perennial favorites.
As a sidelight to the game sales, hobby sales have gone up also,
with models and miniatures taking the forefront in sales figures.
Miniatures, in particular, enjoy a vogue each time the economic
situation worsens. Sales of miniatures and formation of new clubs
are now at their highest since the Great Depression. Tim Schobey,
also of Toys by Roy, commented that reference books for hobbies
are enjoying improved sales too.
Assistant Manager at Lass & Lad Toys, Mrs. McDonald detailed a
new fad in entertaining, Couples are meeting at each others' homes
to spend the evening playing games, whether the old favorites or
some of the newer trends.
"There's a lot more game playing going on nowadays," she said.
She said she feels computer games are especially prone to fads. "One
kind of computer game may be a best-seller one year and not the
next,'' she said. When "Simon,'' the hand-held computer memory
game was first marketed, the store could not keep enough games to
supply the demand. This past year, "Pac-Man" and "Dark Tower"
were the top sellers, while "Simon" was 'out' in popularity.
Meanwhile, Becky Abernathy at l.aBelle's had a different slant on
the market. While the economic situation may have something to do
with game sales, she feels the computer games have gained most in
popularity, ''Hand-held electronic games are outstripping board
games and TV computer games," she said.
The Wooden Horse Hobbies and Toys Inc. has found that board
games are always best sellers. And Wargames West has helped to
popularize "Dungeons and Dragons'' both in the UNMarca and the
city.
So if your tastes run more to buying hotels for Boardwalk, or
·
continued an page R-4
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ART SHOWS

SALE

25% off

on selected merchandise

Feb. 23 - Feb 27
134 Harvard SE

Tue-Fri 10·6
Sat 12-5

265-4365

-·

~::u:····
\g./
•

SIJ'Ie lnnf1Yiltor

Shops

----------------------,

I

!

200fo off

on all services with a UNM ID
1
1 Includes FREE Shampoo & Conditioner

I

1
1
I

L----~~::~r:.=~~~a~~l.:_l_:s_: ____ ~J

Unisex Hair Design and Product Center

7804 Central SE

255-0166/262-1010

(Between Wyoming and Louisiana)

ALBUQUERQUJ; MusEUM r "Treasure, People, Ships and
Dreams" is the name of an exhibit at the museum
which. commemorat+s a group of Spanish galleons
which san!\ off the coast of Texas in 1554, the first
shipwreck in the western hemisphere. Most of the
exhibit is authentic, This is the first time the e;xhibit
has been seen out of Texas. It was put together by the
Texas Antiquities Committee, It will show through
Feb. 28. The museum's hours are Tuesday through
Friday from I 0 a. m, to 5 p..m., Saturday and Sunday
from I to 5 p.m. and closed Monday and national
holidays.
''Explore" and "New Town and the Railroad Boom
Years" are continuous exhibitions at the museum.
The former is kinetic sculpture designed for children
and the latter is a historic exhibition of Albuquerque.
ALBUQUERQUE UNITED ARTISTS - "Media Use '82
Exhibit" is the name of an e;xhibit sponsored by
Albuquerque Public Schools and AUA. It presents
works of private and public middle schools and high
schools. It is showing at the Downtown Center for the
Arts, 216 Central SW, now through March 6. Hours
are Tuesday through S'!turday 1 I a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Craft works IV," a juried, all-media crafts exhibition
open to all craftspeople in New Mexico, ·is scheduled
for May through June. All works must be submitted
by April 17 with a. fee of $7, For a prosepecws write:
Craftworks, P.O. Box 1808, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87103, or phone 243-0531.
EL ARTE DE LOS PINTOS- Pinto art Will be showing now
through Feb. 26 in the ASA gallery.
· GALLERIA in SUB Basement - The Galeria will present
paintings and wood cuts by Ray Levra of Cochise
College now through Feb. 26, Also featured will be
paintings and sculptures by local artists.
THE JONSON GALLERY -Drawings by Bill Masterson will
be shown in the first gallery; in the other it's paintings
by Raymond Jonson. Gallery hours are Tuesday
through Sunday, I to 5 p.m.
MAXWELL MUSEUM OF ANTHROPOLOGY - "Paintings on
Pottery'' by Ann and Carl Beam will be exhibited now
through May 2 at the museum.
''Fiestas of San Juan Nuevo" Cere!Donial Art from
Michoacan, Mexico until September 1982. Hours are
Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Saturday,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.; Sunday, I to 5 p.m.
TEACHING GALLERY - Presently showing at the Teaching
Gallery is "Lithographs from Tamarind" by the art
department faculty. Serigraphy by unified arts will be
presented now through March 4 in the show entitled
''Graphic Synergy." The gallery is located across
from the department office, room 204, in the art
building .. The hours are from 8 a.m.! to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
MYSTICAL Cin.TURAL ART- On Feb, 28, the Casa del Sol
in the Student Union Building will be the site Of an art
reception, and featured attractions will be:
Spanish/Flamenco music performed by Jose Ojeda;
works by artists Carlos Sandoval, Jerry Jaramillo;
and Denver Studio artist Steve Lucero along with
Azteca dancers and refreshments. Admission is free.

CoNCERTS

T!!E UNM ORCHESTRA is scheduled to appear in concert
·
Feb. 23 at 8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
TAJ MAHAL will be in concert on Feb. 24 at 8:15p.m. at
Popejoy Hall. Ticket prices range from $6.50 to $8.50
and a $1 discount for UNM students.
NANCY SHADE AND JON GARRISON Will be presented by the
New Mexico' Civic Light Opera Feb. 26 and 27 l\t
Popejoy Hall at 8:15p.m.
THE WoMEN CoMPOSERS Gmw BENEFIT CoNCERT is
scheduled for Feb. 27 at 3 p.m. in Keller Hall. Tickets
available through the Fine Arts Box Office. For more
information, call277·4402.
CHAMBER ORCHESTRA OF ALBUQUJ;I\QUJ; will hold a recital
at the Albuquerque Little Theater March 24 at 8:15
p.m. Call the Albuquerque Little Theater at 242-4750
for further information.

DAVID SALAZAR AND FRANK C!iEW.IWffi Will be doing a
benefit for the Pe;mutbutter and Jelly Day School on
Feb. 19 at 8:00p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
THE ALBUQUJ;RQUJ; YOUTH SYMPHONY and the
ORCHESTRA OF THE UNIVERSITY OF FUKUOKA, JAPAN
will present a concert tonight at 8:J5 p.m. in Keller
Hall.
A CELLO REcrr AL featuring George Hughen and Ken
Ku.losa is scheduled ·for Feb.20 at 4 p.m. in Keller
Hall.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO SYMPHONIC BAND is
scheduled to perform Feb. 20 in Keller Hall at 8:15
p.m.
KELLER HALL SERIES presents Floyd William, clarinet,
and Rita Angel, piano, Feb . .21 at .4 p.m. in Keller THEATER
Hall.
.
WAYNE SI!RUBSALL AND FRmNDs AND THE LoNESOME
MooNLIGHT RAMBLERS are scheduled io appear in · CoPPELIA - A presentation of the Southwest Ballet,
concert at the Madrid Supply Company in Madrid,
"Coppelia" is scheduled for Friday and Saturday at
N.M .. Feb. 21. Open picking is planned from I to 3
8:15p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
p.m. and the concert is planned from 3 to 7 p.m. NUEVO MEXICO St! - Music of New Mexican history
Admission is $2 for non·members of the Southwest
translated into English is playing at the Tiffany
Playhouse now through Feb. 28. Curtain times are 8
Pickers and $1 for members.
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO JAZZ BANDS CoNCERT is
p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and 3 p.m. on Sundays.
scheduled for Feb. 21 at8:15 p.m. in Keller Hall.
Ticket prices are $4; $3.50 for senior citizens,

KUNM RADIO SCHEDULE

Monday:

Raices - Latino music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Monday Night Drama,
10 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Tuesday:
Hom~

of Happy Feet- Folk-Bluegrass music,

7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Wednesday:

Homecookin'- Blues music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Thursday:

The Light That Jazz Lit- Jazz music,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Friday:

ACTIVITIES

,

Jazz Alive/,
7p.m.to9p.m.

Southwest Ballet
Edward Androse, Artistic Director

presents

I

Starring
Evelyn
Cisneros
and

Kirk Peterson
Principal Dancers

San Francisco Ballet
and the

New' Mexico Symphony Orchestra

February 19 & 20
8:15 Popejoy Hall
Tlc.ft.ets at ropejoy ftall and aU Tfckctma!ilt:t Outfclo;
$11, $10&$8.- ·student and SenlorOI§codnb
rldi!!l performa-nce's parli'ally ft.lnd~ by a gcru::rmis grouit f_rcm the
New M'c.:dto Am 11Mslott & the National Endown~ct1t rorlhc Art.••

Student Rush lickets Available

A TALENT SHow, - sponsored by SUB Noontime
Entertainment, will start competition from noon until
I p.m. on Feb. 24 and continue every Wednesday
until April 21. Application deadline for half-hour
slots is March 2. Applications are available from
·room 217 in the SUB or at Wednesday's noontime
entertainment. Prizes include a paid performance at
UNM's Spring Fiesta April 22-25. For more information call 277-2328.
.
THE FlRsr ANNUAL FASCHING PARADE is scheduled for
German American Day, Feb. 21, at 1 p.m. Floats,
clowns, German dancers, marchers, bands and native
costumes will be presented. The event is spq_nsored by
Edelweis am Rio Grande, with a theme of "Knockwurst and Green Chile." During and after the parade
will be a traditional "German Bier und Wurst Fest."
The parade will march along Candelaria and Menaul
,
between Carlisle and San Pedro.
THE UNM INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE CLUB meets
every Tuesday evening. The group will.' meet at the
north end of the second floor of the sua. Advanced
dancers will meet from 6 to 7 p.m.; beginning to
intermediate dancers from 7 to 8:15p.m., with open
dancing from 8 to 10 p.m. for anyone interested.
Charge is 50 cents a person. Teaching is available for
beginners.
ScRABBLE PLAYERS CLUB No. 129 meets Tuesdays at 7
p.m. at Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 Central SE. Admission
is $1.
WAGON WHEELS SQUAREDAN'Ci! 0.UB meets Thursdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. There is a live
caller; refreshments are provided.
UNM BALLROOM DANCE CLUB meets every Friday night at
7:30 in the SUB ballroom. Tonight Valentine's Day
will be celebrated with games, prizes and a host of
new friends. Everyone is invited. The club gives free
mini-lessons at the start of each session, There is a $1
charge for non-members, with semester inembership
~.

'

BROADWAY JAZZ CLUB meets Friday and Saturday at 8
p.m. at the Tamarind Restaurant in the Oalerla. This
week entertainment will be provided by the Sherman
Ruben Quartet. The public is invited; membership
costs $30 annually.
MUSICAL JOKES AND DIVERSIONS - Will be presented as a
benefit fot "The Friends of Music" on Feb. 28 at
Keller Hall.

Rock Quarry- Rock music,
9 p.m. to midnight

An !-lour of Eating - New Wave music,
Midnight to 1 a.m.
Saturday:

Hot Lix- Rock 'n' Roll Oldies,
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Soul Set- Soul music,
10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday

Something Classic - Classical music,
11;30 a.m. to 5:30p.m.
Orient Express ~ International Folk music,
5:30p.m. to 7 p.m.
Singing Wire - Native American music,
7 p.m. to 9:30p.m.

Stations on the AM dial:
KRKE
KDAZ

610

KOB
KQEO
KKIM
KDRM
KXKS
KAMX
KZIA

770

730
920
1000
1150
1190
1500.

1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and prog;ams
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
·Beautiful music ·
(15Xl rop40
NeiNS, talk sh"ows

Stations i!n the FM dial:

; KLYT
KANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB

KWXL
KHFM

KZZX
Ki<JY
KF.MG

88.3
89.1
90.1
92.3

93.3
94.0

96.3

99.0
100.0
108.0.

Contemporary Christian music
Disco
Public Radio • Jazz Blues Folk
Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Flock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Seautiful music
Mass.appeal album. oriented rock

~!!!dents, and chUdren; $3 a person for groups of 10 or
more.
AMERICAN BUF~ALo - The Obie award-winning play by
David Name! opened Feb. II and plays Thursday~
through Sundays at the Vortex. Showtimes are
Thursdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays
at 2:30p.m. Tickets. are $4 and $3.50 for students and
senior citizens, Call247 -8600 for reservations.
Bus STOP - The comedy-drama by Pulitzer Prize winner
William lnge will be presented at The Barn Dinner
Theater in Cedar Grest now through April 4, Wednesday through Saturday the Barn opens at 6 p.m. for
cocktails, and 6;45 to 7:45 p.m. for dinner. Plays
begin at 8: I 5 p.m. Sundays, cocktail hour begins at 4
p.m., dinner is served from 4:30 to 5:30 P-!11· and the
play begins at 6 p.m.
MAZOWSZE - National folk ensemble of Poland with 115
singers, dancers and musicians will be at Popejoy Hall
on Feb. 28 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are available through
Ticketmaster and range from $18 to $12 and half price
for ASUNM/GSA students.
To l(ut A MocKINGBIRD - This classic American play
comes to the Albuquerque Little Theater begining on
March 5, and will run through March 21, Showtimes
are 8 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday; Saturday at' 6
;md 9 p.m. and Sunday afternoons at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $5.
T!!E MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER - This vintage
American play by Pulitzer Prize winners George S,
Kaufman and Moss Ha't will be presented at Rodey
Theater Feb. 25, 26, 27 and March 4, 5 and 6. For
reservations call277-4402.

BoGART's (Montgomery Plaza) -This weekend features
Ole Scratch starting at 9 p.m. upstairs, and Shakers is
scheduled for downstairs. Happy hour is Monday
through Friday from 5 to 7 p.m., with folk music by
Ron Torres.
CARAVAN' EAST (7605 Central NE) - Swamp Roots
begins playing at 5 p.m. for cocktail hour; Buckeroo
Parkway furnishes music at 8:30p.m. for dancing.
CHELSEA STREET Puo (Coronado Center) - The easy.
listening sounds of Dan and Eton will be featured this
weekend. Music starts at 9 p.m.
Cowooy's (3301 Juan Tabo Blvd. NE)- This weekend it
is the country music sounds of Moonpie Dance Band
starting at 9 p.m.
DANBI's (2900 Coors NW) - This week presents the
contemporary jazz sounds of Linda Cotton and
Streetlife. Music begins at 8:30p.m.
FRIAR's NoRTH (4410 Wyoming NE)- Back by popular
demand is the rock sound of Listen. Music begins at 9
p.m.
FRIAR's PUB (6825 Lomas NE) - The modern rock
sounds as Wet Sox provides music for dancing at 8:30
p.m.
GRAHAM CENTRAL STATION (3301 Juan Tabo NE) ~
Friday night country music is featured and Saturday
night it's disco. Twenty-five cent drinks from 7 to 9
p.m.
NED's .(4200 Central SE) - New··wave music by The
Refrigerators is scheduled for this weekend. Music
starts at 9 p.m.
,
THE SYNDICATE (Formely The Flim-Flam, 2225 Wyoming
NE) - Folk singer and guitarist Debbie Brown is
featured for dinner music from 7 to 10 J).m. this
weekend; Thursdays and Sundays, from 7 to 10 p.m.
Cliff and Lorrain are providing the entertainment.

ABsENCE OF MALICE -Louisiana Blvd
BARBAROSA ~ Coronado Four, Far North
TilE BEAST WITHIN -Montgomery Plaza, Wintock II
BLOOD WEDDING -The GUild
THE .BoRDER- Far North, Highland, Wyoming
CANNERY Row -Far North, Los Altos Twin
CHARIOTS OF FIRE -Wyoming
THE COMING - CoronadO Four, Lobo
IN FEMALE TROUBLE - Friday and Saturday only at DOll
Pancho's
INTIMATI! MoMENTS - Los Altos Twin, Montgomery
Plaza (evening only)
NIGHT CROSSINO - Far North, Winrock II .
ON GoLDEN PoND -Cinema East, Louisiana Blvd
RAIDERs oF THE Lost ARK-· Cinema East
REDS - Coronado Four
ROAD GAME - Eastdale
SHooT tHE MAN- Coronado Four, Montgomery Plaza
TAPS - Louisiana Blvd
TIME BANDITS~ Eastdale
WILDERNESS FAMILY - Montgomery Plaza (afternoon
only)

'

•·
,,
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in the Tamarind Restaurant
First Plaza Galeria 242-2n6
Fridays and Saturdays 8pm-2am
$3 admission, members free.
-a non-profit.c;nganization -

GOLDEN INN

..
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
-presents-

~-

:oZARK MOUNTAINE
:
DAREDEVILS
:
:
-Moonlight Ramblers:
••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Friday - Feb. 26th
• 8pme

-Tickets $6.00·. *Students 'lz Price·
Show your ticket &Student ID at the
door and Yo of the price will be
refunded. Tickets available at all
Giant Ticket Outlets. For more info.
call· 243-3208.

Golden, Ne~ Mexieo

The ASUNM Film Committee will present the following
films this week in the SUB Union Theater:
Bve Bve Brazil - This musical was first shown in the
• 1980 New York film festival. It follows a troupe of
entertainers throughout Brazil. Showtimes are Friday
and Saturday at 7 and 9:15p.m.
Filmspeak- Warrington Hudlin is scheduled to appear
at 8 p.m. Monday and Tuesday and discuss several of
his films including Black at Yale and Streetcorner
Stories. It is part of a presentation for Black History
Month.
Queen Christina and Camille- A Greta Oarbodouble
feature is planned for Thursday. Showtimes are at 7
and 9 p.m. respectively.

~.

The Union (SUB)
Theatre
Fri. & Sat. 7 & 9:15
Feb. 19 & 20
Students $1.50
Public $2.00

'(!'

MoVIEs

'

Bye Bye Brasil

. February 19th & 20th
SHERMAN RUBIN QUARTET

NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT
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ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE
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Four Vie for Health Care Position r--------------------------·
i .,- ~1~· DOS PRIMOS .·· !
Wendy Lloyd

-Society
con.tin11ed from pege R-1

"Board games are part of every culture in every
society," Ritchey said. "Rather than playing
monopoly as often, they'll play other games. They'll
(computer games) be supplementing - not replacing
- board games."
Ritchey and a colleague recently completed a study
entitled "Games Children Play," and their findings
indicate that children still partake of board games as
often as they would of computer games.
The study of 457 school children from grades one
through seven in various Albuquerque schools explored such things as who taught them how to play,
who they play with most often, how often they play,
how easy or hard the game is and how much winning is
determined by luck or skill.
Results showed "significant differences by age and
social class but not by sex," of the board garnes
played, while for computer games there were
"significant differences by age, sex and social class,"
in the total number of computer games played.
However, Ritchey said more research and study. is
needed before any generalized statements about game·
playing behavior can be made.
But Coughlin said computer games will be replacing

the other person usually present in playing board
games.
Coughlin S!lid he foresees people becoming more
isolated with the increase of computer use,
"You'll see peopl~ walled up in their house with
Jheir computer, with all the resources at their
fingertips," he said.
Coughlin also said the "potential for educational
and creative activity is unlimited.
"The computer revolution will do more to
restructure our society than tbe advent of the
automobile," Couglin said.
Ritchey also sees good things in store for the
computer and its users.
"They (home video games) are designed for two
people. They may be a focus of family-oriented ac·
tivities instead of just sitting watching television,"
Ritchey said. "The actual amount of time spent
playing these games will increase but will level off. But
they won't replace other things like playing (with other
kids) or board games.
"They won't radically alter the face .of our society
overnight," Ritchey said. "It ·won't eliminate the
needs that are already there, just give them another
avenue to·satisfy those needs."

-Albuquerque!------continued from pege R·1

when they land qn his stock certificate board square.
The amount of interest a player collects is
geometrically increased by the number of stock shares
the player has purchased for a particul!ll' stock certificate.
If a player amasses all the certificates of one color, it
is called a Stock Block and the interest that player can
collect doubles. In addition, a player who has accumulated a Stock Block can then purchase a Blue
Chip Share for each of his Stock Certificates, again
increasing the interest he can collect from another
player.
The goal of the game is to "shrewdly conduct board
business in an effort to force other players into

liquidating their Stock Shares and Certificates when
they don't have enough cash to pay the interest
charges they incur when they land on other Stock
Certificate board squares," according to the
manufacturer.
In addition to the New Mexico edition, the company
makes games for areas such as Atlanta, Baltimore,
Chicago, Cinncinnati, Dallas, Denver, Detroit,
Houston, Los Angeles, Louisville, Memphis,
Milwaukee, New York, Oklahoma City, Philadelphia,
Phoenix, San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane
and Washington, D.C.
The game is also available for Canadian areas like
Montreal, Ottawa, Quebec, Toronto, Winnepeg, and
Vancouver. Stock Block is even available for areas like
Barbados, Bermuda, the Caribbean and Oxford.

-Board Games------continued from pege R-1

getting 'hijack' on a triple-count square, keep those. boards hand_y.
Even though the economic situation may be unpredictable ~s t~ 1ts
actual ~ffect on game sales, (and some skeptics arc wondenng JUSt
what game the economy is playing), board games are here to stay.
Tell"Simon" to beep off, and watch that king's Bishop.

II
Darrell J. Pehr

FRIAR'S NORTH
The preference for out-of-town bands and the Tuesday night Money
Machine set Friar's North apart as an evening entertainment hotspot.
Friar's North, 4410 Wyoming NE, hires top 40 bands from all over. the
country, including many from California. The band. currently playn~g,
Listen is one such band. According to the manager, Fn!ll''s North recrmts
these ~ut-of-town bands so they can offer Albuquerqueans something
different. They feel a divetse schedule of bands will set them apart from
other area bars.
The Tuesday night Money Machine is another highlight of Friar's
North. Tickets for the Money Machine are given at the door.• and additional tickets come with each drink ordered; Then, at 11:45, one ticket is
picked, and the holder of that ticket gets to play the Money Machine.
The Money Machine is a large glass booth that is filled with $1,000
worth of SI bills. The "lucky person" then enters the booth, blowers are
turned on, and money starts blowing around. The contestant is allowed 30
seconds to grab as much money as he can. It's some sight.
Friar's North also features a daily, 4 to 8 p.m. Happy Hour with well
drinks for a quarter for women and 2 for I drinks for men. Thursday, they
offer free champagne for women from 8-10 p.m. Shots are sold for $1 four
days a week with Vodka on Monday, Kamakazis on Tuesday, Schnapps on
Wednesday, and Tequila Gold on Thursday.
Weekend crowds at Friar's North are often heavy. During the week the
crowd is thinner, leaving lots of room for dancing. It's a little far from
campus, but an evening at Friar's North is usually worth the trip.

Committee Prepares Fiestas
RamonaNye

Marcy Gruenhut

THE BORDER
Tony Richardson's The Border,
starring Jack Nicholson, is a
disappointing, muddled foray into
the seamier side of life at the Tex·
Mex 'frontera' of El Paso/Ciudad
Juarez.
The
plot
pits
capitalistically-corrupt U.S. bordet
patrolmen against just-as-corrUpt
illegal
entrants
in
an
unrecognizable, ultra-fictionalized
no-man's land somewhere between
gun-slinging crime drama, sitcom
caricattlre, and tawdry, syrupy soap
opera.
Nicholson capably portrays the
central role of Charlie - a tightlipped be-man and apparently the
last bastion of non-corruption
patroling the northern side of the
Rio dninde. This mutant dogoocler is caught in an evertightening vise between a domestic·
Consumcrism,gone-rampant and a
stomach-turning netherworld of
Anglo and Mexican 'polleros,' (ie.
smugglers of illegal aliens), babysnatchers, pimps, drug dealers,

routine killers, and sardine-packed,
financially·e~ploited human cargo
~
a multi-ringed circus of
degeneracy and definitive sleaze.
Akin to the 'me agains~ all of them'
mentality of Fort Apache, The
Bronx, Charlie is the one honest
public servant attempting to keep
his morals and self-respect afloat
within an aU-engulfing swamp of
avarice and violence.
Charlie's wife (played by the
perpetually perky Valerie Perrine)
is completely oblivious to hubby's
neo·quixotic wrestling with man,
nature,
self.
Aside from
microwaving
"Hungry Man"
dinners for Charlie, she divides her
day between visits to the beauty
parlor, ·backyard barbecues, and
credit-card shopping sprees.
But, for Charlie, TV dinners and
drunken pool parties do not satisfy:
his good-samaritan, John Wayne·
instincts find their outlet in his
befriending of a doe-eyed, raven·
haired young Mexicana, her innocent-glow infant, and street·
smart younger brother. The movie
essentially revolves around the
growin~ platonic interaction and
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developing sense of trust between
Charlie and his 'Lady Madonna,'
as set within a precarious, wormy
network of mercenary evil and ever·
potential homicide.
Fatal flaws of this film: The
Border's constant torrent of car
chases, vehicular infernos, pointblank bullets, exposed breasts, and
chopped-meat tlesh - gratuitous,
for-commercial-reasons-only sex
and violence - leaves no room for
exploration of character or of the
very topical theme. In other words,
the socioeconomic factors driving
hundreds of thousands of Mexicans
in their attempt to enter the U.S.
illegally in search of work each year
arc completely ignored, as are any
gray-shaded areas of motivation or
behavior. Richardon's 'frontera' is
a fantastic realm of gross
exaggeration and bifurcation: good
guy vs. bad guys; simple and saintly
Mexicana vs. materialistic Anglo
airheads;
pastoral, multi•hued
Mexican landscapes vs. plastic-wrapped, dry-as-dust Americana.
In its indictment of Anglo values
(lack of values?) taken to their most
warped extremes, the film also
conveniently avoids the fact that
the desperately tenacious 'mojados'
are after the same creature comforts of the high-tech consumer
society. One additional gripe with
the movie: If the mortality rate for
border patrolmen and border
trespassers as represented in this
film were even remotely accurate,
all the 'sister cities' strewn along the
Rio Grande would seemingly be
ghost towns by now.
Although 'The Botder in·
corporales some fine acting,
gorgeous cinemaphotography, and
a baltad·ladcn musical souncltrack

Two of four finalists vying for a
faculty position in health care
administration gave presentation~
on various problems in their fields
late last week.
The two other finalists will give
presentations this week. One of the
four then will be chosen to fill the
vacancy,
Helen Mueller, who will receive
her doctoral degree from the
University of Southern California
in June, gave a presentation titled
"Health Care in an Era of
Retrenchment."

"Fiesta, unique to UNM and the southwest, is the big event of the
spring semester," said Ray Garcia, chairman of the UNM fiesta
committee.
The UNM fiesta, celebrated April22-2S on upper Johnson field, is
observing its 34th anniversary this semester. The fiesta originated
with the Greeks in 1948.
"The fiesta was basically 'cowboy' and had rodeos at the
fairgrounds. Little by little it has become more Hispanic," Garcia
said.
The Fiesta Committee wants to keep this year's fiesta theme a
surprise, but the '82 fiesta, Garcia said, "will be the best fiesta of all
time. The committee has been working on it since last semester and
the Senate has come through When we need the money." Members
of the fiesta committee are: Dennis and Diane Gallegos, Clarence
Montoya, Roberta Rael, Fred Reade, Juan Rodriquez and T.J.
Martinez. Their advisor is Dean Gary Golden.
The events of the '82 fiesta include a variety of bands with music
ranging from mariachis, reggae, jazz and rock. The dances are free
to all students and will be held in the lower area of the SUB. There
also will be children's entertainment and a benediction. In conjunction with fiesta the four-str.te Larcrosse tournament will be in
progress on lower Johnson field and the traditional Indian "Nizhoni
Days" will be celebrated.
Another attraction at the fiesta will be the booths. Booths cost SIS
and letters are to be sent out to UNM orgaJiizations explaining how
to get a booth.
Garcia said, "Our goal is to get a lot of booths checked out by
students. Anyone that wants a booth can get one, but we are trying
to eliminate 'outside booths' to get a feeling of 'University.' We are
trying to get the Greeks in and prevent racial undertone by getting
any kinds of clubs. Organizations can make a lot of money at the
fiesta and booths also provide UNM groups a door to other
studell(s. We want booths sharing cultures with the rest of the
people-selling ideas.
"The flavor of the fiesta is Hispanic, We WaJit to bring the southwest Hispanic tradition to the University and are trying to work in
conjunction with. the Indians on their Nizhoni Days. We want
everyone to turn out, have a tri-cultural experience, learn about
other cultures and have a good time. We are trying to include as
many people as we can and keep the fiesta spirit alive," Garcia said.
To provide suggestions or get more information about the fiesta,
the fiesta committee holds its meetings every Friday from 2 to 3 p.m.
in room 230 of the

"O.ur health care system is at a
crossroad," Mueller said. "With
tightening resources and spiraling
costs, we need to look at alternative
management policies.''
Mueller feels one alternative is to
concentrate
on
preventive
medicine, rather than just treatment of the sick. This would in·
valve community and health care
officials' cooperation.
"The prevention of disease and
promotion of good health

maximizes a person's potential "
s~e said. "G?od health is a perso~'s
nght. And It is and should be a
community affair."
Other alternatives Mueller feels
should be looked into include·
emphasizing
educ!J.tion,
us iii~
alternative clinics and considering
some of the Hispanic ;~nd Indian
traditional practices.
"Health Should be a broad-based
cooperative effort," Mueller said.
"Management can use its
leadership to take health into a new
era."
Another finalist, Martha Albert
has been an adjunct professor t~
the Public Administration Division
and the Anderson School of
Management. In addition, she
consults and trains people in both
the public and private sectors.
Albert's presentation was titled
''Health Care in New Mexico."
She said she sees several severe
health . care problems including :
alcoholism and drug abuse in·
sufficient care for the elderly ~nd a
lack of adequate health care
facilities.
The reason for the lack of

facilities is a political one, she feels.
''Hospitals
fight
among
1844'Lomas NE • 842-0059
themselves for funds in the state I
n~ Vallk>z
Family wrving New Ml•Hiql ~"f~ !933
legislature," Albert .said. "This I
OPEN Mondav tflru Salurd•v 7-10:30
way they are probably getting less I
funding than from a coordinated
effort,"
Albert mentioned preventive
medicine as a solution but she feels
there is a problem.
"Nobody can put a dollar value I
on prevention, but you can on
health care," she said.
Solving the problems confronting I
limit 1. per custom~r with coupon
the health care system calls for 1
1
Expires :J-15·82
better administrators, Albert feels.
non·Transrerable ·no cash value
This means having to teach I
students to be "good analytical 1
At The Corner of Yale and Lomas
thinkers and strategic planners who _..,.~--------------11!111111!11•
are able to zigzag political
maneuvers," she said.
"New Mexico is more like India
than New York in terms of what
our needs are," Albert said.
"There'll be a lot of human suf.
fering before we get our ac.t
together."
The decision on the faculty
position will be made shortly after
the last of the presentations is heard
this week.
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Sunday Brunch at

Editor To Speak on Black Politics
The editor of The Black Scholqr,
Robert L. Allen, will speak today
about the black social movement at
the University of New Mexico.
Allen, an author, journalist and
political activist, will begin his talk
at 7 p.m. in Woodward Hall, room
149.

Allen bas worked with the black
student protest movement in his
hometown, Atlanta, and a number
of movement groups in Harlem,
where he centered his activities on
the black liberation movement and
the anti-Vietnam War movement.
Allen is currently the ch;lirman of

the ethnic studies department at
Mills College in Oakland, Calif. He
received his master's degree in 1967
from the New School for Social
Research and is currently a doctoral
candidate in sociology at the
University of California.
Widely known for his book Black
A wakening in Capitalist America,
he has traveled to Vietnam, Cuba
and the Peoples Republic of China
to study the process of social
change in those countries.
.. Allen's free talk is sponsored by
the Black Student Union. as part of
the activities during February for
Black History Month.

Senate Commends Lobbyists
Cal by Renfro
ASUNM Senators passed a
resoluiion in their Wednesday
meeting congratulating the Lobby
Committee and its chairman for
their efforts in promoting student
interests during the New Mexico
legislature.
Michael Gallegos' committee
supported the S percent tuition
increase for residents and 10
percent increase for nonresidents,
the .lowest in seven years.
The committee also supported
the $1 million work-study bill and
the $6.4 million bill to bUild a UNM
Student Services Building.
In other business, Finance
Committee Chairman Dan Serrano
said his committee has $16,362.26
in appropriation requests and $1800
left to spend.
Additional funds were created
when Senators turned down an
appropriation bill for Quatro
Epocas, a Chicano dance group.

A revised resolution for
automatic doors to the Student
Union Building for handicapped
students will be presented to next
week's ASUNM Senate.
The University is required by law
to provide access for handicapped
students to buildings, UNM Union
Board Chairman Norm Dawson
said.
Because of lack of funds SUB
officials did not feel the project
would be possible.
The Senate also named March 24
Mike Austin and Bill Littlefield
Day in recogrlition of their service
to ASUNM. Austin is ASUNM
president and Littlefield, vice
president.
Senators also voted to support
the
Popular Entertainment
Committee's J. Geils Band concert
in April to cover the committee's
financial deficit.
"It's a risk, but I think a low
risk," Serrano said.

sua.

comJlosed by Ry Cooder, even ihe
combo
of Jack
powerful
Nicholson, Valerie Perrrine, and
Harvey Keitel (portraying a fellow

border patrolman) can't pull this
film's
lowest-common·
denominator orientation up (rom
the rnuck.
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Every Sunday from
10am·2pm
Your choice of three
delicious brunches!

$3.99
2216 Central SE 265·5986
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Two Discs a Matter of Consistency
lleviews by Ray Abeyta

~oonies

CORNER OF CENTRAL & UNIVERSITY

SPECJA]..S-------.
2 Hamburgers .... .
3 Rolled Tacos ... .
Deluxe Hamburger.
(includes: lettuce, tomato, pickle, raw onion)

'7\

1

We also have fish, shrimp,
clams, BBQ and chicken.

\J!)00lllfS CENTRAL& UNIVERSITY

Shake lt Up, The Cars
E/ektralAsylum
The Cars' latest album, Shake lt
Up is their most polished and
cohesive package of tunes ever. l'd
always been partial to My Best
Friends' Girl. rt had all of the bop
and pop of a catch-all hit. But
something happened in between
their first hit and their successive
attempts to clarify and elaborate on
their sound. The follow up albums
were mostly forgettable technopop: sterile, minimal and somewhat
of a bOtched compromise between
popular art and popular en-
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tertainment.
The title song, "Shake It Up,"
has been receiving a lot of airplay
recently on both AM and FM
stations. This is not unusual since at
least one cut from each of their
albums has made it to the charts at
some level or another. "Shake It
Up," in my opinion, isn't the
holtest cut on the album; there are
any number of cuts that could have
been used to represent this album.
But judging from the rest of the
programming most stations play, it
is understandable why they did pick
this one.
Side one opens up with "Since
You're Gone," and it sets the pace

for the content and pace of both
sides, The song is a medium-paced,
techno-moctern love song, electronically punctu<!ted with synthesizer, punchy 2-4 drumming and
dreamy, almost-removect vocals
reminiscent of Elvis on ice.
The Cars have come a long ways
since Mv Best Friends Girl and this
album is evidence. TIJe band has
always maintained a minimal
approach to sound, relying on an
overlaying of a few seperate and
easily distinguishable parts paced to
traditional pop rhythms. The
approach i.n theory is not unique.
What distinguishes the Cars sound
is the odd twist they've put this
formula through. Without exception each of the songs on this
album flows into the others with the
~~~se of a good disco D.J. 's queues.
The overall sound is haunting and
barren, clean but not sterile. If you
will, the sound is something like
music for cruising large urban areas
in a futuristic hover craft. If you
can afford it, I'd suggest you hop
into your craft and invest in this
album, and if you don't mind being
treated like cattle, see the show at
Tingley Feb. 28.
Nick The Nije, Nick Lowe
Columbia Records
Now Nick Lowe, on the other
hand, is another .rocker bent on pop
art and entertainment for now
people, but what the other hand
doesn't know is that it doesn't seem
to be making the connection. I
never did like Pure Pop For Now
People, with the exception of "I
Love the Sound of Breaking
Glass." I thought the album was a
pure waste, trivial, cute, and not
very now.
One thing I can say for Nick the
Nife though, is that it is consistent.
Lowe is still relying on lifting pop
styles, doing very little to rearrange
the fact or even acknowledging the
source with any sense of craft. The
cut "Stick It Where The Sun Don't
Sh inc" is copped most directly
from Credence Clearwater Revival,
with the words and the names
chartged to protect the innocent,
and possibly to avoid copyright
infringments.
I don't know, if I keep going on
this review it will probably get too
cruel. After all, the man has been
around a long time, and he has
produced an occasional hot
number. But give me a break- this
album has no redeeming value
whatsoever, and if this is what
Lowe is touring. for, I'd pack it up
and start over again.
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Fullmer's Free Throws Beat Hawaii
Tim Fullmer made a crucial steal
and two free throws with 19
seconds left in overtime to give the
Lobos a 78-77 victory ove.r Hawaii
last night.
UNM trailed 77-74 with 48
seconds left in the extra period after
David Hopkins made one of two
free throws for the Rainbows, now
16-6 on the year. Phil Smith made
his second consecutive long range
shot to pull the Lobos within one
point, setting up Fullmer's heroics.

The overtime was forced when
Hawaii scored the last six points in
regulation time, including a
rebound basket off a missed free
throw by Clarance Dickerson with
55 seconds left to tie the game at 72.
"We just started to play scared in
the last eight minutes," said UNM
coach Gary Colson. "We ran our
offense well tonight. We had. a lot
of layups and missed a lot more.''
"I thought we gave the game
away in the last few minutes of

regl11tion, and then stole it b11ck,"
said assistant Bob Lamphier ..
Colson added, "Hawaii lives and
dies by the steal. It's ironk that we
made two big steals at the end
tonight."
Larry Tarrance Jed the Lobos
with 16 points and 10 rebounds
before fouling out late in the game.
Craig Allison had 16 and Don
Brkovich added I 5 as five UNM
players scored in double figures.

Gymnasts Healthy for Dual Meet
Nick Greenwalt
After a three-week layoff, the
Lobo women's gymnastics team,
which has been hampered by injuries, will host Arizona Friday in
Carlisle Gym at 7:30p.m.
Three players were hurt during
UNM's last action in late January,
but two of them are expected to
return tonight. Injured was
Natasha Strelkoff, who had knee
Splits: Chris Riser, who had a
muscle irritation; and Becky
Murphy, who still has torn cartilage.
"Strelkoff and Riser are both
expected to per.fonn some key
I
routines against Arizona." Cagle
Lost In flight, Phil Smith recovers eloose btlll during tho Lobos win said, "But Murphy is out for the
ovor Howail Thursdsy night st tho Pit. Smith scored 12 points in tho year with a partially torn cartilage
9/lfflO.
in her left leg."
Murphy, who had her leg
operated on last week, said, "I
didn't want to be hurt this season
but at least I'll have the summer to

Women Host 4th Ranked Adams State
The Lobo women's basketball team will attempt to get above .500 for
the year against Adams State tonight at 7:30p.m. in University Arena.
The Lady lndians are 4th ranked in the NAIA and boast an 18-2 record
oil the year. They are led by 6-foot·3 Dominique Skeeham, who is third in
the NAJA in field goal percentage, and 6-foot-1 Debra Gilbert, who
averages 15.2 rebounds per game and is third in the nation in that area.

TODAY

in SUB Ballroom

NickPappis

Tennis Drops First Match in Arizona
The University of New Mexico women's tennis team fell to host team 9·0
yesterday in the first round the Arizona Invitational.
The number-one doubles team that consists of Susanne l(loster and
Laura Roybal came closest to scoring a breakthrough, losing only 64,7-6.
Leslie Roybal came closest to g,;uing a singles win but fell to fifth seeded
Liz Sedillo 64, 6-2.
..
"I think the no•ad rule helped them today," said UNM coach Helen
Hom. With ihis rule, the first person who gets to four points wins the
gatne. "No-ad tennis makes you play a little faster and we get started
slower," said the UNM coach.

or

"How to Be Born Again"
Maranatha Christian Center
7pm Nightly Feb. 19-21

Cheerleader/
Stunt Man

Tryouts
Women&Men

NICK PAPPIS
Internationally Known
Speaker

* application deadUne

*
*

Frlday, March 12, Spm
pick up and return to Student
Activities Center Rm. 106,
NM Union BuDding
mandatory orlentatlo~ meeting
Monday, March 22, ·7:30pm
.Johnson Gym Rm. 124
for more Information c:all
Student Activities, 2 77·4 706

*

L'

heal and can come back next year." get better," Lisa Fuller said. "This
Cagle also said that the weekend I'm hoping to be conlayoff may have helped the team. sistent and hit all four events."
Coach Cagle said that despite her
"The girls are looking much better,
though we're not going at full team's layoff they are ranked 20th
strength yet," Cagle said. "Tracy nationally. Before their last meet
Kwiatkowski, Lisa Fuller, and the team had been rankecl 19th,
Terry Bertocin h11ve been working "The reason we stayed in the top 20
is that everybody has been hurt,"
real well."
''I think the layoff has helped the Cagle said. "There have been an
team both physically and overabundance of injuries in the
emotionally," Bertocin said, collegiate ranks."
"I believe the injuries are related
"Once we started to have two meets
a weekend people started getting to the fact that collegiate women
injured and on each other's backs, are doing great skills," Cagle said.
"When a woman grows 5 or 6
but now we're together."
"I think the layoff has helped inches and adds ten pounds betbecause I had a chance to work on ween high school and college it's
cleaning up my ro\ltines," team- going to have an effect on her."
Cagle said that if the team can
mate Kwiatkoski said. "This
weekend my goal is to hit 35." She win regionals they can still finish in
said that her best meet was against the top ten and qualify for
Air Force where she won the all- nationals. The regionals are
scheduled for March 12 through 14
around with a score of 34.95.
"I wish that we had had the at Oklahoma State, with the
meets. I'd rather have performed national finals to follow two weeks
but the layoff gave us some time to later at Utah.

Nick has been
instrumental in.
seeing college students
come into a personal
relationship with
Jesus Christ.

Friday - Feb. 19
The Revolutionary Age
Saturday- Feb. 20
lOam -:·
Patricia Pappis speaks on the
Virtues and Values of being a
Woman in Today's Society
12 NoonNick Pappis Open
Bible Study 12-3pm
Fihn Final Choices
7pm Hktory concludes tliat man's only hope
is a return to true Biblical Absolutes
through Christ.
Sunday - Feb. 21 Nick Pappis How to know God's voice and His
perfect will ·realized in your life.

Maranatha Christian Center
1806 Sigma Chi Rd.
247-9999
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1. Personals
SI'IUNG URt;AK RAFT trip! Oet >Ome sun and havt
some fun. March 15·30 Ills llend National Park. All
food, transportation arHI equipment from
Albuquerque $2.75.00. Jlob 34S-4032 or 883·1459 for
further information.
2/30
SI'JUNG II.Rt;AK '82, Mazatlan all the way! Student
Travel ('enter hns price> you cun afford! Call David
C'rosby 88J.I668,or Rena Turner 243·61.13 or 277·
2336 or visit Suite2Sl upstairs in the SUB.
Ul9
I'ASSI'OR'f, l,ll. I'IIOTOS 2 for $4.001 Lowest
prices in town! Fast, plca>ing, short walk from \HIM.
Cull 265-2444 or c111c to. 123 Wellesley S.E. between
Girard and Carlisle, comer of Silver. Hours: 10.6
weekday~. Saturday9-5.
tfn
AS ('IIAIRMAN {)}' the Education Committee,
Aubrey Punn fougllt to give: you the be!! education
po,sible. Now he needs )'oUr help in his campaign for
gov~rnor. Call 26S·9.102 or 268·3098 and flnd out
what you can do. Call now.
2119
SIIOitT OF FUNUS? Enchilada red or green chili
.89. Uig b~rriro red or green chili Sl.OO. Tostada red
or green chili .59 al the Casa del Sol Jn the New
Mexico Student Union Bldg,
tfn
FINt:ST St:l.t:c:TION Of unique and traditional
gold weddirig sols. Chnt lie Romero J ewclers', 293·
6901.
511
Jt!ST A SNACK I Sopapillawhh honey .3S, salsa and
chips. 75, nnchosSJ.OO in theCasadelSolintheNcw
M~xlco Student Union.
tfn
COI.J)- A J.AIIGt: bowl of what? Large chili, red or
green $1.2S. posolc S 1.25, beans .65 ln Casn !lei Sol,
New Mexico Student Union Bldg.
tfn
AC(:lfltA'rf: INFORMATION AIIOUT contraccl~tlon, stcrlli711tlon, abortion. Right to Choose.
294·017J.
tfn
I'Rt:c:NANCY TESTING & CotJNSt:UNG, Phone
247·9819.
tfn
CONTACTS·I'OJ.ISIIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn

CHEERLEADER/STUNTMAN TRYOUTS!. Pic!<.
up applications in Sl~~ent Acllvitles Center, Room
106, NM Union P~il<ling. Appli,:atilms ~~e Marc~
12. Clinic swts March 22, Tryo~ts April I and 2, Call
.2.77-4706 for further information,
3/12
TUE UNM LAW School Clinical Law Program
offm legal wvices for students and staff, furnished
\ly qualified law studenls under facultY supervision.
AvailabilitY Is limited to those whose assets and in·
come do not exceed established guidelines. $3.00
regislratlon fee. Caii277·52&S for informatir;m and ao
appointment.
2123 ,
l'l{()ft;SSIONAL TYPING • 75 cents Per double-spaced page, 89lH>i 18 after S p,m.
119

4. Housing

HIE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM an'
downlown. Pus service evel')' 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, frpm $220, All utilities paill. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
LOST; TAN Mill length Ieath~!' jacket in Johnson
couples, no pets. 1520 UniversitY NE. 243·2494. tfn
Pool. 268·5963.
2/23
IIOUSt:SITTER: I AM looking (or an arartmem or
t'QlJNJ>:SMA.tL NQTEIIOQK and cnlander date
1to11Se to houseslt during spring semester (or earlier).
book belonging to Jme Albino Lucero. Claim In
Excellent references and enjoy gardening and yar.
Room 131 Marron Hall.
2/23
dwork. Catherine, 242-7228.
tfn
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
f'OR RF;NT: EfFICIENCY Apartment, $120; I
8;00 a.m. to.4:00 p.m. dally.
tfn
Pcdroom, $1 SO. Swimming Pool, beautiful view of
golf course. Close to UNM and TVI. 1313 Wellesley
S.E. 2S6-7148.
2/25
WANT CONSlllERATt: MALE st~dent to share
house ncar UNM with other serious st.udcnts. No
GUITAR J;II..<;SONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
drugs, smoking. $175 plus $50 .D.O. Utilities incl.
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Ccnlcr, 143 Harvarll S.E.
W/1> and FP. Call5·7 p.m. M·F., Marlee, 268·6617.
26S·3315.
tfn
2/19
t•nm·t:'iSIONAL TVI'ING IIV English/MA editpr.
ON•: BEJ)ROOM APARTMENT. Near U.N.M.
Van experience wilh dimrtations, papers. Ediling
Medical School, Furnished, carpeted, all utilities
available. 266·95S(J.
3/1
paid. $230/mo. plus $100 D.O. 266·6818 after 6;00
p.m.
2119
UNt'URNISIJEJ) AI'AitTMENT NEAl\ UN·
M/TVI, $165/mo. plus electricity. Caii242·91S8 or
3/31
242•7081.
2/19
CAMI'US NEAR BV 2 bdrm., 2 baths, patio, kJds,
pets SISO.OO, Call Sun Rentals small fee, 262·1751.
2/19
TYPING .. ROM 'filE Word Co. We use a word
RARE EAST.ERN FOUR bedroom on 10 acres. Kids,
proc~-ssor for quick turnaround time and accurate
pets$300.00. Call Sun Rentals. Small fee262·17St.
changes. Cal1247-2326.
2/26
2/19
c;UITAit INSTRUCf()lt, CI.ASSICAL, other
}'OR RENT n:NCED house off Vassar $140.
styles. 867-3158.
2/26
Ulllities paid. Call Sun Rentals. Small fec262·1751.
2119
TYI'ING· TIIF.SIS, J>ISSERTATIONS, Reports,
Letters, Statistical, etc. Call Ann ita 299-3781. 2/26
CIIF.AP .BUT CLEAN one bedroom $90.00 Fenced,
llRY CU:ANING AT economy prices, Sl.OO pcr'ib. kids, pel$. Call Sun Rentals Small fee262·1751. 2119
Campus l.aundry, 2106 Central SE, Open 7-ll. Next ROOM t'()J{ RENT nice house ncar campus, 265lloor to Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream.
2f26 2518.
2/19
t'AST, ACCURAn:. AU •. lyping includes ROOMI\IATE NEEilED. }'URNIStiEil Nonheast
corrections, spelling, grammar, punctuation. TypArt. Heights home, 294·0111.
2119
IOS Stanford, SE..262-1865.
2126 •rwo JILOCKS FROM UNM large one bedroom
TVI'ING, PROFf:SSIONAL QUALITY Typeright. modern and clean. Cable TV, no pets, utilities paid.
265-5203.
311 $215 206 PrincetonS.E. 266•1021.
2/23
I'Ron:SSJONAI, TYI'ING. REASONABLE ROOMMATE WANTED. COUPLE prefetred.
Extensive secretarial experience. IUM Selectric Ill. Private bath, private study, large yard. $125 single
299-6256 or 299-2676.
2/26 Sl87.SO couple. 843·6439 evenings.
2/23
TYPING-I'ROFESSIONAL QUAI.ITY pronto at WANTEJ) NONSMOKING WOMAN to share
Kinko/Jlronto; TLC at no extra charge, We will edit.
beautiful house with large backyard. Pets ok. $158,33
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy plus one third utilities, 266-4669,
2123
llall.
2/19 ROOMMATt; WANTEil: MALE or female, non·
SOUTitWt:ST NATURAL TIIERAPt:UTJCS smoking, serious student for quiet household near
Thetapctttic massage, colon therapy, Introductory university, 266-2467.
2123
treatmcntSIO.OO. 243-7013 by appointment.
2122 COTTONWOOJ) COMPOUND APARTMENTS,
TRANSI,ATOR AND A teacher of Arabic and Newly rcmodolcd I bdrm. $169; 2 bdrm. 5189. 206
English sc~ks employmenl. 842-6197.
2/19 Mescalero N. W. (one half mile north of Candelaria:

3. Services

near 2.nd) Academic Scholarships .availaple. No
animals, 255·2221 or 345·4410,
2/23
TWO ROOMS, PRIVATE bath, unfurnished, $175.
Lease, deposit. No smoking. Wasnlngton, Con·
stitution area, 265·1584,
2119
B•:()ROOM, LIVING ~OOM, kitch~o. Private
entrance, unfurnished, $200. .Lease, deposit, no
smo~in~. Wasington, Constitution area, 265-1584.

BEAUTY.JIEALTH CONSULTANTS wanted!
Income unlimited! Part time! Full time, No e~·
p~rienc~ necessary. Wllllrain. Opportunity withJrut
growins company, new andexpanding In the South·
west. Come in at the topl Call Kit or Wendy 25~9866.
2/19
Nio:ED LEAD VOCALIST for Rock baml,
Experience only reply. ~77.3275 or 268·1162,
2/19

2/19

SIIARE MY HOME. Room and board. Large yard.
Pr~der graduate female, Rio Grande Blvd., 24~-4928.

7. Travel

ROOMMATE NEEI>EI> FOR 3 bedroom house. San
Mateo and Candelaria. 8.83·7303,
2/Z4.
ROOMMATE WANTEP • THREE bedroom. hou~e.
freplace, garage, large fencer ,iard, $132/montlJ, 'l.i
qtilitie~. )ane, 296·1840, after~.
2/24
ROOMMATE: MA'J'URF; PERSON to sharel!ouse
.in SE Heights off Dartmouth. 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
W/P, F/P, garden space, .BBQ, $!SO/mo. , Vz
uiilities, 266·0485.00
2/25
~NO BEDROOM AI'ARTMENT in 4·plex, near
Carlisle and Candeleria,' carpet, drapes, laundry,
storage, $210, 888·3000.
2/2~

SPRING BREAK RAFT trip! G~t some sun and have
some fun. March .15-20, Pis Bend National Park. All
food , transportati<:Jn and equipment from
Al\wqoerque $~75.00. Call Bob 345-4032 or 883·1459
for funher information.
'
2130
GOT A YEN to wonder out yonder? Say it here. tfn

204

5. ForSale
WE BOT DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (l.ennon styles), gold,
rimless. $S4,50 regular $65.00. Pay Less Opticians,
S007 Menual N.E. acrQss from LaBelles.
tfn
NEW 1982 PIONt:ERSX-5, AM/FM stereo receiver,
e~lras, negoliablc, 255·3879.
2/19
I>VNASTAR 190 SKIIS with look 77 bindings, great
condhion, $200, Call Jeff298·3787 or:Z98-7678.
2119
ATARI VIDEO .GAME system. Less than one year
old, includes sixteen tapes. $400.00 call299-4278,
2/19
VII>EO TAPE PECK Recently overhauled. 2~5·
9349.
2/22
t'IBERGLASS CONGAS GREAT Conllitlon
$475,00, negotiable Cralg242-6387,
2/22
FULL SIZE MATRESS box spring, $200.00 884-2475
after 6;00 p.m.
2/22
IIIGH QUAI.ITV STRETCHER frames for pain·
ting, varied, large sizes- very cheap. Call 842·102S.
2/19
1971 PONTIAC GRANJ>VILLE. Power steering,
brakes and wlndows.Oood body, New Tires.
Quadrojct. SJ 195,843:9471.
2/19
llOWNIJILL SKIS .ATOI\IJC ARS downhlll170cm.
skis, Oez bindings mounted for women's dynafit
boots• 611N, Sl70complctc, 242·4107 evenings.

8. Miscellaneous
WOMEN ATQLETES: TRY soccer! first, .second
division teams want players. 26s.l470, keeptryln~.
2123
SP.ENil ONE MORNING hour a week teachin8
homeless teenagers a skill. Volunteers needed to share
information in reading, job applications, art, etc. We
are located on campus. Please help our kids! Call
New Day, 247-9559. ·
·
2/)9

9. Las l'tl oticias
SUBWA V STATION I>ANCE. Friday and Saturday
9:00. Guess who is back in town! Zozobral I. 2/19
GAY/LESBIAN STUDENT OFFICE. S.U.B. 215, T
& Th., 12·2, Wed. 10:30am·8pm.
2/)9
GAY.LESBIAN STUJ>ENT union Tuelday 2·24
7:30pm SUB 250A.
2123

-

V2 PRICE
Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

6. Employment
MARRIEI> COUPLE WITIJOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university.
Apartment plus salary, Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuquerque, 87110.
2/26
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW being taken for
positions ;It the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the
Jemez Mountains, Needed are: nurse, riding staf(.
counselors, handyman and kitchen aides. Call 243·
9581 for more information.
3/I:Z
Nt:W Mt:XICO UNION Food Service employment.
Work·study students with any hours free from lOam·
3pm. Apply at UNM F'oodServiceOffice.
2119
WANTEI> fEMALE VOCALIST country-crossover.
Must play instrument. Experience necessary, willing
to travel part time working bank. Call296-5578 nile
294-8726.
2123

Magazines
from

1897·1981
EVERYTHING
Always
1f2 Price!

Automotive Upholstery
by Southwest Custom Trim
• Tailor made seatcovers •
• Custom work • Back to original •
in Cloth, vinyl and velour.

)

(

Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
Records
1/2 PRICE BOOKS!

Central At University
Phone: 842·0624

10% OFF with UNM 10
Professional work, satisfaction guaranteed

-

CROSSWORD

PU~R I

Call Robert at 821-7847

~!

c;overed

WITagon
Makers of Handmade

Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

ACROSS
1 Jump
4 Scold
9 Beverage
12 Mouths
13 Plague
14 Nlyhtblrd
15 Fright
'17 Group of seven
19 Harness part
21 Greek letter
22 Singing voice
25 Possessive
pronoun
27 Run easily
31 Low
32 Posted
34 Cooled lava
35 Chinese
pagoda
36 Decay
37 Scale note
38 Conflicts
41 Dine
42 Close
43 Ogle
44 House addl- ·
tions
45 Conjunction
47 Girl's name
49 Enthusiasm
53 Embrace
57 Goddess of
healing
58 Title of
. respect
60 Suit
61 Simian
62 Steeple
63 Attempt
DOWN

1 Tor.rld
2 Native metal
3 Equality

4 Portico
5 Secluded
residence
6 Sun god
7 Worm
8 Sob
9 Small child
10 Female
sheep
11 High: Mus.
16 Greek letter
18 Helmsman
20 Greek leiter
22 Collect
23 Reluctant
24 Preposition
26 Tram
28 Preposition
29 Flower part
30 Redacts
32 Droop
33 Greek Island
35 Instructor
39 Ruthenium
symbol

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

40 Caustic sub~ 50 Fruit seed
51 Anger
stance
41- Paso
52 Spigot
44 Jug handle
54 Newt
46 Edges
55 Knight
48 Domesticate 56 Pigpen
59 Roman gods
49 Ocean

